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NEW QUESTION: 2
A Dell EMC Data Domain system has been installed at a site for
several months and has reached steady state.
At what threshold percent does capacity reach the point where
action should be taken to make more free space available?
A. 70%
B. 80%
C. 95%
D. 60%
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You work as the Network Administrator for XYZ CORP. The company
has a Unix-based network. You want to track the system for user
logins. To accomplish the task, you need to analyze the log
configuration files.
Which of the following Unix log configuration files can you use
to accomplish the task?
Answer:
Explanation:
C is incorrect. In Unix, the /var/spool/mail file is the file
where mailboxes are usually stored.

NEW QUESTION: 4
View the exhibit, which contains a partial web filter profile
configuration, and then answer the question below.
Which action will FortiGate take if a user attempts to access
www.dropbox.com, which is categorized as File Sharing and
Storage?
A. FortiGate will exempt the connection based on the Web
Content Filter configuration.
B. FortiGate will allow the connection based on the FortiGuard
category based filter configuration.
C. FortiGate will block the connection as an invalid URL.
D. FortiGate will block the connection based on the URL Filter
configuration.
Answer: D
Explanation:
fortigate does it in order Static URL -&gt; FortiGuard - &gt;
Content -&gt; Advanced (java, cookie removal..) so block it in
first step
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